Complex interactions between mGluR1 and mGluR5 shape neuronal network activity in the rat hippocampus.
Group I metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) cause increased neuronal excitability that can lead to epileptogenesis and neurodegeneration. Here we have examined how individual members of this subgroup of mGluRs affect synchronised hippocampal synaptic activity under normal and disinhibited conditions similar to those that occur during certain epileptic states. We demonstrate that activation of both mGluR1 and mGluR5 are important in increasing neuronal synaptic excitability by increasing synchrony between cells and driving correlated network activity in circuits that contain, or are devoid of, GABA(A) receptor-mediated synaptic inputs. The precise patterning of activity that occurs is complex and depends upon: (1) the existing pattern of ongoing network activity prior to mGluR activation; and (2) the relative extent of activation of each mGluR subtype. However, mGluR5 appears to be the principal mGluR subtype that initiates bursting activity irrespective of the inhibitory synaptic tone within the neuronal network.